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This classic work has served a generation of pianists, organists, and harpsichordists and remains a necessity for every serious keyboard
musician today. It is a detailed chronological survey from the 14th century to the end of the 17th. Beginning with the earliest sources,
Professor Apel examines national styles and individual composers as well as the careers of the many evolving musical forms and
instruments. Much of the material is organized by period and by national style areasÑfrom Poland to Portugal. A monument of scholarship,
this indispensable reference work is also remarkably user-friendly and engagingly written throughout.
An essential resource for scholars and performers, this study by a world-renowned specialist illuminates the piano music of four major French
composers, in comparative and reciprocal context. Howat explores the musical language and artistic ethos of this repertoire, juxtaposing
structural analysis with editorial and performing issues. He also relates his four composers historically and stylistically to such predecessors
as Chopin, Schumann, Liszt, the French harpsichord school, and Russian and Spanish music. Challenging long-held assumptions about
performance practice, Howat elucidates the rhythmic vitality and invention inherent in French music. In granting Fauré and Chabrier equal
consideration with Debussy and Ravel, he redresses a historic imbalance and reshapes our perceptions of this entire musical tradition.
Outstanding historical documentation and analysis are supported by Howat’s direct references to performing traditions shaped by the
composers themselves. The book balances accessibility with scholarly and analytic rigor, combining a lifetime’s scholarship with practical
experience of teaching and the concert platform
Treasury of great composer's best-known works for organ, including 6 Pieces (Liszt ranked them with the masterpieces of Bach), Trois
Pieces — including the well-known Pièce Héroïque — and the Trois Chorals, perhaps Franck's finest organ works. Reproduced directly from
authoritative Durand edition in an oblong format designed for easy use at the keyboard.
The tercentenary of Marc-Antoine Charpentier's death in 2004 stimulated a surge of activity on the part of performers and scholars,
confirming the modern assessment of Charpentier (1643-1704) as one of the most important and inventive composers of the French
Baroque. The present book provides a snapshot of Charpentier scholarship in the early years of the new century. Its 13 chapters illustrate not
only the sheer variety of strands currently pursued, but also the way in which these strands frequently intertwine and generate the potential
for future research. Between them, they examine facets of the composer's compositional language and process, aspects of his performance
practice and notation, the contexts within which he worked, and the nature of his legacy. The appendix contains a transcription of the
inventory of Charpentier's manuscripts prepared when their sale to the Royal Library was negotiated in 1726 - an invaluable research tool, as
numerous chapters in the book demonstrate. The wide variety of topics covered here will appeal both to readers interested in Charpentier's
music and to those with a broader interest in the music and culture of the French Baroque, including aspects of patronage, church and
theatre. Far from treating his output in isolation, this book places it in the wider context alongside such composers as Lully, Lalande, Marais,
Fran‘s Couperin and Rameau; it also views the composer in relation to his Italian training. In the process, the under-examined question of
influence - who influenced Charpentier? whom did he influence? - repeatedly comes to the fore. The book's Foreword was written by H. Wiley
Hitchcock shortly before he died. Hitchcock's own part in raising the profile of Charpentier and his music to the level of recognition which it
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now enjoys cannot be emphasized enough. Appropriately the volume is dedicated to his memory.

The Symphonie pour orgue et orchestre, opus 42[bis] has had spectacular moments in its history. In1880, the future king
of England, Edward VII, requested that Widor compose a grand work for organand orchestra to be performed in
London?s Royal Albert Hall. The American premiere in 1919, withthe Philadelphia Orchestra conducted by Leopold
Stokowski and the great Wanamaker organ,attracted an audience of about 12,000 people. Using movements from his
second and sixth symphonies for solo organ as the basis for this work,Widor created a masterpiece that launched a
renaissance in the organ/orchestra combination. Thispremiere edition is based on Widor?s autograph manuscript as well
as copies that he had made andwhich carry emendations and corrections in his own hand. The introduction includes
details about theorigin of the Symphonie, manuscript sources, revisions, early performances, and performanceguidelines.
Published in full score with separate organ part (and orchestral parts available byrequest), the edition reintroduces this
legendary tour de force to the repertory for organ and orchestra.
Many of the earliest books, particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before, are now extremely scarce and
increasingly expensive. We are republishing these classic works in affordable, high quality, modern editions, using the
original text and artwork.
Contains nearly 1000 pages of precise and accessible information on all musical subjects.
Vols. for 1871-76, 1913-14 include an extra number, The Christmas bookseller, separately paged and not included in the
consecutive numbering of the regular series.
Creative practice in music, particularly in traditional concert culture, is commonly understood in terms of a rather stark division of labour
between composer and performer. But this overlooks the distributed and interactive nature of the creative processes on which so much
contemporary music depends. The incorporation of two features-improvisation and collaboration-into much contemporary music suggests that
the received view of the relationship between composition and performance requires reassessment. Improvisation and collaborative working
practices blur the composition/performance divide and, in doing so, provide important new perspectives on the forms of distributed creativity
that play a central part in much contemporary music. Distributed Creativity: Collaboration and Improvisation in Contemporary Music explores
the different ways in which collaboration and improvisation enable and constrain creative processes. Thirteen chapters and twelve shorter
Interventions offer a range of perspectives on distributed creativity in music, on composer/performer collaborations and on contemporary
improvisation practices. The chapters provide substantial discussions of a variety of conceptual frameworks and particular projects, while the
Interventions present more informal contributions from a variety of practitioners (performers, composers, improvisers), giving insights into the
pleasures and perils of working creatively in collaborative and improvised ways.
Keyboard Music Before 1700 begins with an overview of the development of keyboard music in Europe. Then, individual chapters by noted
authorities in the field cover the key composers and repertory before 1700 in England, France, Germany and the Netherlands, Italy, and
Spain and Portugal. The book concludes with a chapter on performance practice, which addresses current issues in the interpretation and
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revival of this music.
Throughout his career, Henri Matisse used imagery as a means of engaging critically with poetry and prose by a diverse range of authors.
Kathryn Brown offers a groundbreaking account of Matisse's position in the literary cross-currents of 20th-century France and explores ways
in which reading influenced the artist's work in a range of media. This study argues that the livre d'artiste became the privileged means by
which Matisse enfolded literature into his own idiom and demonstrated the centrality of his aesthetic to modernist debates about authorship
and creativity. By tracing the compositional and interpretive choices that Matisse made as a painter, print maker, and reader in the field of
book production, this study offers a new theoretical account of visual art's capacity to function as a form of literary criticism and extends
debates about the gendering of 20th-century bibliophilia. Brown also demonstrates the importance of Matisse's self-placement in relation to
the French literary canon in the charged political climate of the Second World War and its aftermath. Through a combination of archival
resources, art history, and literary criticism, this study offers a new interpretation of Matisse's artist's books and will be of interest to art
historians, literary scholars, and researchers in book history and modernism.
The Language of the Modes provides a study of modes in early music through eight essays, each dealing with a different aspects of modality.
The volume codifies all known theoretical references to mode, all modally ordered musical sources, and all modally cyclic compositions. For
many music students and listeners, the "language of the modes" is a deep mystery, accustomed as we are to centuries of modern harmony.
Wiering demystifies the modal world, showing how composers and performers were able to use this structure to create compelling and
beautiful works. This book will be an invaluable source to scholars of early music and music theory. in early music through eight essays, each
dealing with a different aspects of modality. It codifies all known theoretical references to mode, all modally ordered musical sources, and all
modally cyclic compositions. This book will be an invaluable source to scholars of early music.

Music Books and Printed Music.
French composer Olivier Messiaen (1908 1992) is probably best known for his Quartet for the End of Time, premiered in
a German prisoner-of-war camp in 1941. However, Messiaen was a remarkably complex, intelligent person with a
sometimes tragic domestic life who composed a wide range of music. This book explores the enormous web of
influences in the early part of Messiaen's long life. The first section of the book provides an intellectual biography of
Messiaen's early life in order to make his (difficult) music more accessible to the general listener. The second section
offers an analysis of and thematic commentaries on Messiaen's pivotal work for two pianos, Visions of Amen, composed
in 1943. Schloesser's analysis includes timing indications corresponding to a downloadable performance of the work by
accomplished pianists Stphane Lemelin and Hyesook Kim.
A radical new approach to French Baroque organ music in which developments in musical style are coupled to
performance practice.
The 17th century was the century of the organ in much the same way the 19th century was the century of the piano.
Almost without exception, the major composers of the century wrote for the instrument, and most of them were practicing
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organists themselves. This historical book surveys, analyzes, and discusses the major national styles of 17th century
European organ music. Due to the extraordinarily extensive body of literature produced during this 100-year period, this
text includes 350 musical examples to illustrate the various styles. The book also includes brief discussions of the various
national styles of organ building, an appendix about the various notational methods used in the 17th century, and a
chapter on Spain and Portugal written by Andre Lash, an expert on the subject.
Stephen Schloesser's "Jazz Age Catholicism" shows how a postwar generation of Catholics refashioned traditional
notions of sacramentalism in modern language and imagery.
Volume I is a basic textbook on the development of pipe organ composition in geographically diverse schools. Its
nineteen chapters include charts of organ composers and a historical background of contemporary events and figures for
each organ composition school. Volume II gives biographical sketches of organ composers and an alphabetical list of
each composer's works (including pagination in the major organ music anthologies), publisher, catalog number, and
copyright date. A directory of organ music publishers is also provided. --from publisher description.
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